Abstract: Due to the weak spin-orbit interaction, the photonic spin Hall effect (SHE) is generally very weak, which is disadvantageous for potential applications of nanophotonic devices. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has been proposed to enhance the photonic SHE. In this paper, by covering the heterostructure material composed of graphene and molybdenum sulfide (MoS 2 ) on the SPR structure, it is demonstrated that the two-dimensional (2-D) material heterostructure can effectively enhance the photonic SHE. The transverse shift of light beam in the heterostructure is larger than those in SPR structure due to the larger refractive index gradient in the heterostructure. The maximum transverse shift can be up to 27.5 μm under the optimized parameters, which is much larger than the previously reported values. This interesting phenomenon is attributed to the larger light absorption and hence the refractive index variation gradient of graphene/MoS 2 heterostructure. These findings provide us with a new way to modulate the photonic SHE, and also establish foundation for developing nanophotonic devices based on 2-D nanomaterials heterostructure.
Introduction
The photonic spin Hall effect (SHE) is an optical version of SHE in electronic systems, where the refractive index gradient plays the role of electrical potential difference and the spin photons play the role of spin electrons, respectively [1] . When a light beam propagates through inhomogeneous media, photons with opposite spin angular moment will deviate from each other and assemble at the two sides of the beam section, leading to a spin-dependent splitting [2] . The photonic SHE (PSHE) is generally believed to result from the spin-orbit interaction, which describes the mutual influence of the spin and the trajectory of the light beam [3] . In general, the spin-dependent splitting in the PSHE is limited due to the weak spin-orbit interaction so that it is not convenient to be detected directly, which is disadvantageous for potential application to nano-photonic devices. Therefore enhancing the PSHE is important for exploiting the spin and the orbital angular momentum of light for photonic devices such as detectors, biosensors, and so on [4] - [6] . In 2011, Luo et al. experimentally confirmed that the spin-dependent splitting can reach 3200 nm near the Brewster angle when the light reflection from prism at 633 nm wavelength [7] . Recently, some resonance methods have been proposed to enhance the PSHE, including the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [8] , long-range SPR [9] , and the guided-wave SPR [10] .
Two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), and black phosphorus, have attracted a great deal of attention owing to their excellent optical and electronic properties [11] . Graphene is most extensively discussed and studied due to its predominant optical, electronic, mechanical, and thermal properties [12] - [14] . However weak light absorption of about 2.3% and low optical modulation depth of approximately 1% for one atomic layer graphene significantly degrade its performance. In order to solve this problem, Novoselov et al. proposed the 2D atomic crystals-based heterostructures [15] with different 2D atomic crystals. These structures combine the different excellent properties of each layers so that they can overcome the inherent defects of a single 2D material and show more excellent performances [16] - [19] .
PSHE of 2D materials is brought into focus recently. Luo et al. investigated the PSHE on graphene and discovered the relationship between transverse shifts of PSHE and the layer numbers of graphene [20] . Compared with graphene, 2D material heterostructure has inherent advantages in the enhancement of the PSHE. First, the heterostructure whose light absorbing ability has been proved to be stronger can effectively enhance the light-matter interactions, as well as increase the light modulation ability. In addition, the heterostructure is composed of two or more different types of 2D materials, which leads to a greater variation gradient of refractive index and a stronger spin-orbit interaction [21] .
In this paper, we establish the beam propagation model and adopt the first-order approximation of the Taylor series expansion of the reflection coefficient to obtain the transverse beam displacement of the graphene/MoS 2 heterostructure. It is demonstrated that the maximum transverse beam displacement of the H polarization state can be enhanced distinctly by covering graphene/MoS 2 heterostructure onto the gold layer under the resonance angle and optimal thickness of gold. Fig. 1 shows the multilayer structure composed of glass, gold film, heterostructure and air. The light beam is incident from the glass prism to the surface of the multilayer structures and then reflected. A rectangular coordinate system (x, y, z) as shown in the figure is established on the multilayered structures, in which the z axis is perpendicular to the surface of the multilayer structure. (x i , y i , z i ) and (x r , y r , z r ) coordinate systems are individually set up along the directions of incident beam and reflected beam. In this paper, the general beam propagation model using angular spectrum theory is employed to calculate the transverse displacements, and the incident Gaussian beam can be written as,
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where w 0 represents the beam waist, k i x and k iy refer to the wave vector components of the incident beam along the x and y directions, respectively. For the incident light with a horizontal or vertical polarization state, its angular spectrum can be expressed as the sum of the left and right circular polarization components, respectively.
here, H and V refer to the horizontal and vertical polarization state, while the positive and negative signs denote the left and right circular polarization components, respectively. Once the angular spectrum of the reflected light beam is obtained, the corresponding electric field distribution can be calculated. The reflection matrix is introduced to establish the relationship between the incident and the reflected electric fields,
Here, r p and r s are Fresnel reflection coefficients for horizontal and vertical polarization states, respectively, while k 0 = ω/c is the wave number of free space.
r p and r s can be calculated by using the transfer matrix method (TMM) [22] - [24] , we assume that a plane wave is incident from the superstrate (ε 1 ) at an angle θ into the multilayer consisting of the gold and graphene/MoS 2 (ε j ) along +z direction, according to the boundary conditions, the electric and magnetic fields at any two positions z and z+ z in the same layer can be related via the transfer matrix for the each medium,
where j (j = 1, 2, 3, . . .) denote different material layers, k jz = k 0 ε j − ε 1 sin 2 θ are the components of the wave vector along the z axis in the medium, q jz = √ ε j 1 − ε 1 sin 2 θ/ε j for the TE-mode, and
The total transfer matrix for multilayer structures can be obtained by multiplying all individual transfer matrices of the each layer medium. Hence, the electric and magnetic fields from the superstrate to the substrate can be connected by
Then the reflectance coefficient r p ,s (ω) can be gotten from TMM,
here i denotes the imaginary unit, x km (k, m = 1, 2) are the matrix elements of X (ω). For the TEpolarization, q 0 = √ ε 1 cos θ i and q l = √ ε l cos θ l , ε l is the permittivity of substrate and θ l is the angle of emergence in the substrate. For the TM-polarization, q 0 = cos θ i / √ ε 1 and q l = cos θ l / √ ε l . Then the reflectance can be calculated by using the relation:
By making use of a Taylor series expansion based on the arbitrary spectrum components, and if we confine our analysis to the first-order terms and neglect the high order infinitesimal, r p and r s can be written as
where
According to (4)- (8), we can get the angular spectrum of the circular components of the reflected fieldsẼ r ± (H ) andẼ r ± (V ). After the angular spectrumẼ r ± (H ) andẼ r ± (V ) is known, the complex amplitude for the reflected fields can be conveniently expressed as
and hence the transverse shifts of reflected light can be defined as,
Based on (8)- (11), the transverse displacement of the reflected light beam can be obtained as
If the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of reflection coefficient under the angle coordinate is not very narrow, then the transverse displacement of the reflected light beam can be simplified by only considering the zero-order Taylor series,
which has been utilized to calculate the transverse displacement in simple structure, interface or conventional SPR. 
Results and Discussions
If the light beam is incident from the glass prism to the surface of the multilayer structures, the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) can be excited in the absence of 2D material heterostructure. Zhou et al. demonstrated that the PSHE can be enhanced in the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) structure when the incident angle is near the resonant angle [7] , and the maximum transverse shifts can reach 3 μm by optimizing the thickness of gold film. However, there are two points should be noted: Firstly, they have used the zero-order approximate of the Taylor series expansion of the reflection coefficient, as in our (13) and (14), as a matter of fact we should adopt the first-order approximate of the Taylor series expansion to calculate the transverse shift due to the narrow SPR resonance. Secondly, owing to the weak interaction of light with gold, the transverse shift is still small and which can be enhanced by covering 2D materials, such as, graphene and MoS 2 on the gold film. In order to compare our results to the results in the SPR structure, we have adopted the same parameters of the prism and the gold film with the work in Zhou et al. [7] .
Firstly, we discuss the gold SPR and obtain the optimum condition for the PSHE with the firstorder approximation, as shown in Fig. 2 we show the effect of the gold thickness and incident angle to the SPR. In order to excite the SPR, the suitable thickness and incidence angle are chosen to match the wave vector. Fig. 2(a) shows the variations of the Fresnel reflectance of ppolarization (R P ), the excitation of SPR leads to a sharp decrease of Fresnel coefficient, and hence the reflection dip occurs for the p-polarization. The SPR condition can be chosen that the thickness of gold is 47.4 nm and the corresponding incident angle is 44.2°. Fig. 2(b) shows the variations of the Fresnel reflectance of s-polarization (R s ), it is found that the reflectance remains unchanged due to the fact that the s-polarized SPR cannot be excited on the metal surface. In (11)- (14), we know that the PSHE is strong dependent on the reflectance intensity ratio of s-polarization and p-polarization, hence we give |r s /r p | with the different incidence angles with the optimum thickness of the metal film in Fig. 2(c) . In order to compare with the SPR configuration in Zhou et al. [7] , we have also shown R p and |r s /r p | with the thickness of 48.5 nm. Moreover, the thickness of 48.5 nm is not the optimum thickness to promote the SPR. It can be seen that the ratio |r s /r p | is enhanced greatly near the SPR conditions, the maximum |r s /r p | as much as 300 is obtained for the optimum gold thickness (47.4 nm) and resonance angle (44.2°). According to (11) - (14), we know that the transverse displacement of H polarization state is strong dependent on the ratio |r s /r p |, which will be explained in further detail below.
The relationship of the transverse beam displacement to the change of the incidence angle and thickness of gold is shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) . As a result, the PSHE of H polarization state is enhanced due to the SPR effect and hence the big ratio of |r s /r p |, where the maximum y r (H ) is about 3.92 μm under optimization condition. y r (H ) is almost the tenfold as that in light reflected from glass prism [2] . However, y r (V ) is still very small (200 nm) due to the absence of the resonance enhancement effect in the V polarization state. According to (11) and (12), it is show that the second and the third terms of denominator are becoming large and they will play an important role in the PSHE of H polarization state due to the SPR. In Fig. 3(c) , we have shown y r (H ) at the optimum gold thickness by adopting both the first-order approximation and zero-order approximation, and the first-order approximation leads to the reduced y r (H ) and gives the more accurate calculation result. Hence, in the next analyses, we will use the first-order approximation to calculate the transverse beam displacement.
Next, we utilize the graphene and MoS 2 heterostructures transferring onto the surface of the metal film to enhance the photonic SHE. First, we consider the influence of the graphene, MoS 2 , and graphene/MoS 2 heterostructures (monolayer MoS 2 and varying layer number of graphene) on the reflectance of p-polarization with the optimum thickness, as shown in Fig. 4(a)-(c) , respectively. Three distinct features are found: (1) The resonant angle shifts to larger incident angle with increasing layer number of graphene and MoS 2 , whereas the redshift speed of MoS 2 is larger than that in graphene covering SPR configuration due to the larger real part of permittivity of MoS 2 . For the graphene/MoS 2 heterostructures, basically the redshift speed is the sum of the separate redshift speed of the MoS 2 and graphene. (2) The bandwidth of reflectance curves is broadened with the increasing layer number of both graphene and MoS 2 , however, the broadening speed in MoS 2 covering SPR is most evident. (3) The resonance depths are shrinking and shallowing with the increasing layer number of both graphene, MoS 2 or graphene/MoS 2 heterostructures due to the absorption of the light energy by the introducing additional two-dimensional materials, and hence the strong SPR resonance cannot be promoted efficiently. This is a disadvantage factor to enhance the photonic SHE due to the suppression of the ratio of suppression. In order to increase the transverse shift of p-polarization, we should re-optimize the thickness of gold to promote the excitation of SPR resonance. Hence, in Fig. 5 , we have shown the dependence of the transverse shift y r − (H ) as a function of the gold thickness and the incident angle. Here L is the layer number of graphene, and M is the layer number of MoS 2 . We now only consider the monolayer graphene (L = 1) or MoS 2 (M = 1) in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , respectively, and monolayer graphene/MoS 2 heterostructures (L = 1 and M = 1) in Fig. 5(c) . Fig. 5(d) gives the curves of the transverse shift y r − (H ) under the optimal conditions. It is clear that the optimum resonant angles redshift with the introduction of graphene or MoS 2 , furthermore the peak of y r − (H ) can be enhanced distinctly by covering the 2D materials. y r − (H ) in MoS 2 is obviously higher than that of the pure gold layer and the single-layer graphene covered gold layer. We attribute this enhancement to the larger absorption enhancement of MoS 2 . The maximum y r − (H ) (≈ 7.7 μm) is found in the graphene/MoS 2 heterostructures, this enhancement is caused by the larger absorption enhancement of the heterostructure due to the stronger interaction of MoS 2 and graphene.
Compared with the pure gold film, single graphene material or MoS 2 , the method of covering graphene/MoS 2 onto metal layer provides a larger absorption and hence the refractive index variation gradient, which can effectively enhance the photonic SHE. Table 1 shows the influence of the numbers of graphene layers and MoS 2 layers on the transverse beam displacement when the maximum y r − (H ) can reach 27.5 μm for five layers of graphene and three-layer MoS 2 . This value is greater than previously reported results. For a deeper understanding the optimization conditions, we have calculated the optimized thickness of gold and resonance angle as shown in Fig. 6 . It is quite clear that the optimization resonance angles redshift with the increasing layer number of graphene or MoS 2 , however the optimization thickness of gold decrease. For the graphene/MoS 2 heterostructure, we only consider the monolayer MoS 2 and varying number of graphene, the optimization resonance angles and thickness of gold have the similar trends with the single graphene or MoS 2 covering SPR configuration. In Fig. 6(c) we only consider the monolayer MoS 2 , and the other graphene/MoS 2 heterostructures can be optimized by the similar methods.
Conclusion
All in all, the photonic spin Hall effect (SHE) in a multilayered medium composed of glass, metal and graphene/MoS 2 heterostructure have been studied. It was found that when the metal layer is covered with graphene/MoS 2 , the maximum value of transverse beam displacement reaches to 27.5 μm, which is far larger than the previously reported maximum value. Compared with the pure graphene material, graphene/ MoS 2 heterostructure provides a larger light absorption and hence the refractive index variation gradient, which can effectively enhance the photonic SHE. These results provide an effective way to improve the photonic SHE, and also provide theoretical bases for the development of sensors based on graphene/ MoS 2 heterostructure.
